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After release from willing captivity, we are sat in a dark room 

accented with  just enough indigo deep purple and emergen-

cy red lighting to see 3 steps in front of us…darkness swal-

lowing. We approach a large screen not quite the size of a 

Jumbotron and not quite small enough to carry alone. Flick-

ering images of events that have unfolded in  highlight reel 

form of the last 5 years of existence play.

Reunited with our tools post hiatus and capture. 

Outside:

Repetition, rust, dewy-funky air. 

Within:

Re-discovery, emotional blockages freed through the appli-

cation of our passion, fi rst touch, timid execution that be-

comes familiar yet new this time around. Connecting and 

reconnecting memories. 

Fervid expression fueled by absence, being allowed to ex-

press again.

We are at play, with excitement weaving between error and 

intention.

Emotions (“Within”) and the visual (“Outside”) are the 

theme which music happens to accompany.

A most vivid mix from our dear GORGEOUS PORTIS

Welcomb bakqq.

Absent by capture from expression and now allowed to ex-

press again, after 3 yrs. “This is 3 Years Removed” (3yR)

1runnerdetroit.run
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Tracklist: 

Sanaa Lathan by MHYSA

APT. 2B (Mixed) by Mount Kimbie 

Driving by POLIÇA

Perc Popper by Shoreline Mafi a 

Insatiable by Masayoshi Soken 

To Fire and Sword by Masayoshi Soken

Southgate by Mount Kimbie

You Watch Me by JME 

Detail by Kamasi Washington

Chopstick  by Playboi Carti, Produced by Racki  

Demon Time by  Lil Yachty &Draft Day

Breakin’ Rules by Ric Wilson, Terrace Martin,&  Corbin Dallas

Fake Love by El Camino & Conway The Machine

Pregnant by SahBabii 

Tell You the Truth by Drakeo the Ruler <3  & JoogSzn 

Zibuyile Izimakade by Desire Marea

Grafting taste making and dj’ing  XXXLINX by way of MARCUSMARCUS presents GORGEOUS PORTIS.

The one who plays with music to present stories. 

More than a vibe or quick listen. Time, in-mix is utilized to converse and present performance.

Listen to 3 Years Removed (3yR) by Gorgeous Portis at 

https://runnerdetroit.run and on our Soundcloud at 

https://soundcloud.com/runnermagazine/3yrs-removed-3yr
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